What makes Pavillon de la Reine so different?



A deeply romantic hideaway on the magical Place des Vosges in Le Marais, the oldest quartier in Paris,
right in the heart of Paris



Privately owned and family-run, with all the service, charm and elegance of a grand palace - with all
the understated sophistication of a private home



The only five-stars hotel on Place des Vosges – often referred to as the most beautiful square in the
world



The 56 individually-decorated guestrooms and suites, and the entire ground floor were designed by
Didier Benderli of Kérylos Intérieurs



Two new star suites were completed in March 2017 – Suite de la Reine and Suite Madame de Sévigné
– each blending a wonderful sense of place with the impossibly chic nature of the hotel



The interiors are a brilliant combination of antiques and sleek contemporary comfort - cosy but
stylish; sophisticated and comfortable, with a wonderful sense of place



All guests have access to the Spa de la Reine by Codage, with gymnasium, jacuzzi and hammam.
There are two peaceful treatment rooms and a dedicated menu of new treatments especially for
Pavillon de la Reine



The hotel dates back to the 17th century, covered in greenery, and set back and hidden away from the
galleries and cafés of the Place des Vosges by a private courtyard garden



Pass through the secluded courtyard into the foyer, which feels like a private library, with intimate
seating, stunning furniture and flowers everywhere



Relax by the large stone fireplace in a comfortable chair, choose a drink from the honesty bar and
admire the original oil paintings and antique furniture



Enjoy a perfect breakfast in the lounge, then venture forth to explore the surrounding area.



Le Marais is packed with fashionable boutiques by up-and-coming designers, as well as chic galleries
and bars



The area is steeped in history and fascinating private walking tours of the area are available
exclusively through the hotel



One of the two closest hotels to Musée Picasso, just a short stroll around the corner (the other is
Hotel du Petit Moulin, Pavillon de la Reine’s sister-hotel)



Great for families, the Pavillon de la Reine has wonderfully spacious interconnecting rooms and the
Place des Vosges is a safe haven for children. Let the kids practise their French with the local BCBG
enfants in the sandpit when they come out to play after school



Breakfast is served 0700 - 1030 am every day, 24-hour rooms service is available and the hotel is
surrounded by atmospheric cafés and restaurants, full of locals



Pavillon de la Reine is a member of Small Luxury Hotels of the World



Perfect for visitors wanting to venture off the beaten track – who enjoy the cachet of being away from
the well-trodden tourist route

